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“Unconscious Code” opens on July 19, 2014 at the new BeUnico Gallery located on Noyac Road in
Sag Harbor, NY. The group exhibition features photography, sculpture and mixed media works. The
exhibition is the first for the new gallery and opens with an Artists Reception on Saturday, July 19,
from 6 to 9 p.m. The show continues through September 19, 2014.

“Unconscious Code” features recent works by Eva Iacono, Carlos Sesia and Walter Sánchez. It is the
inaugural exhibition of the BeUnico Gallery.

Eva Iacono, an East Hampton based visual artist, will exhibit her photographic collage images of
masked self-portraits and flower petal compositions.

.

“Persephone  I”  by  Eva  Iacono,  2014.  Photographic
Collage, 22 x 30 inches.

.

“Demeter I” by Eva Iacono, 2014. Photographic Collage, 20 x
28 inches.

.

“Pink Petals I” by Eva Iacono, 2014. Photograph, 12 x 12 inches.

.

Carlos Sesia, an Argentinian-born and North Carolina-based artist, will exhibit three-dimensional
and relief sculptures as well as mixed media constructions which reference symbols of religion,
architecture and United States currency.

.

https://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Persephone_I_Photographic_Collage_22x30_inches_2014_by_Eva_Iacono-e1405194882169.jpg
https://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Demeter-I-by-Eva-Iacono-2014.-Photographic_Collage_20x28_inches-e1405196576383.jpg
https://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Pink-Petals-I-by-Eva-Iacono-2014.-Photograph-12-x-12-inches.-e1405196662151.jpg


“Amon’tons”  by  Carlos  Sesia,  2014.
Mixed media, 80 x 32 inches.

.

“Thinking About the De-mechanization of Time” by Carlos Sesia, 2014. Mixed
Media, 80 x 32 inches

.

“Babylon  2013  or  The  Eternal
Programmed  Obsolescence”  by
Carlos Sesia, 2014. Sculpture, 80 x
32 inches

.

Walter Sánchez, an Argentinian born and Sag Harbor-based photographer, will exhibit manipulated
photographic images taken on his travels to South America including Patagonia and the Peruvian
Amazon.

.

“Decoder” by Walter Sanchez, 2014. Photograph, 18 x 24 inches.

.

“h20aRRIBA” by Walter Sanchez, 2014. Photograph, 18 x 24 inches.

.

BeUnico Gallery aims to promote art in the full gamut of its expression. The gallery sees art as a
means of  educating,  communicating and sharing and considers  art  capable of  modifying and
changing reality. The gallery’s name is a play on the phrase “Be Unique”. Be Unico is synonymous
with maintaining difference through the transcendence of the conventions and structures within us
and surrounding us. “Unconscious Code” is the gallery’s first exhibition.

BASIC FACTS: “Unconscious Code” opens with an Artist Reception on Saturday, July 19, from 6 to

https://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Amontons-by-Carlos-Sesia-2014.-Mixed-media-80-x-32-inches-e1405196799704.jpg
https://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Thinking-About-the-De-mechanization-of-Time-by-Carlos_Sesia-2014.-Mixed-Media-80-x-32-inches-e1405196891318.jpg
https://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Babylon-2013-or-The-Eternal-Programmed-Obsolescence-by-Carlos-Sesia-2014.-Sculpture-80-x-32-inches-e1405196964486.jpg
https://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Decoder-by-Walter-Sanchez-2014.-Photograph-18-x-24-inches.-e1405197287751.jpg
https://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/h20aRRIBA-by-Walter_Sanchez-2014.-Photograph-18-x-24-inches.-e1405197341510.jpg


9 p.m. The group show features works by Eva Iacono, Carlos Sesia and Walter Sánchez. The
exhibition continues through September 19, 2014. BeUnico Gallery is located at 3297 Noyac Road,
Sag Harbor, NY 11963.

For information on the artwork, the artists and the gallery can be found on www.beunico.org.
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